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Two iron technology diffusion routes in Eastern Europe

Dvě trasy šíření znalosti zpracování železa ve východní Evropě

Vladimir I. Zavyalov – Nataliya N. Terekhova

Archaeometallographic data suggest that there were two technological models in Eastern Europe as early 
as the Bronze Age–Early Iron Age transition period (9th–7th centuries BC). We link their development to 
two routes via which knowledge of use of ferrous metals diffused from Anatolia. The first route reached 
the North Caucasus, the second route passed through Greece and the Balkans to Central and Eastern 
Europe.

archaeometallography – Eastern Europe – ferrous metals – transition period

Archeometalografická data naznačují, že již v přechodu mezi dobou bronzovou a ranou dobou železnou 
(9.–7. stol. př. n. l.) existovaly ve východní Evropě dva technologické modely zpracování železa. Jejich 
rozvoj spojujeme se dvěma trasami, kterými se znalosti užívání železných kovů z Anatolie rozšířily. První 
trasa překročila Zakavkazsko, druhá trasa vedla přes Řecko a Balkán do střední a východní Evropy.

archeometallografie – východní Evropa – železné kovy – přechodné období

The issue of emergence and spread of ferrous metallurgy is still relevant despite the fact 
that it has been on the research agenda for quite a long time. L. Morgan (1935, 28) argued 
that ‘The production of iron was the event of events in human experience, without a par-
allel, and without an equal, besides which all other inventions and discoveries were in-
considerable, or at least subordinate’.

Most researchers tend to believe that telluric iron production originated in Anatolia. 
The region had all basic preconditions, such as focused and systematic search of ore min-
erals; understanding properties of minerals which could be turned to metal; pyrotechno-
logical structures; use of artificial blowing to achieve high temperatures (when smelting); 
charring of wood (Waldbaum 1978, 23). The earliest artefacts made from iron (second half 
of the third millennium BC) have been found in Anatolia. The finds include an iron mace 
head (Troy, 2600–2400 BC), a blade of a gold handled dagger, two pins with gold heads, 
a pendant, a cross-shaped plaque, fragments of a knife (Alaça Höyük, 2400–2100 BC), 
a twisted bracelet from Tilmen Höyük (Esin 1976, 225; Yalçin 1999, 179), a piece of cor-
roded iron (Tarsus, 2100 BC). However, this list has been recently modified. It has been 
established that the mace head from Troy is a piece of slag or ore rather than metallic iron 
(Pernicka 1990; Yalçin 1999). Initially, because of high content of nickel (up to 3.91 %), 
a number of researchers even believed that this artefact was made from meteoric iron 
(Waldbaum 1978, 20; 1980, 92).

In the first half of the second millennium BC iron artefacts were widely spread across 
the Eastern Mediterranean. Items made from ferrous metal and dated to this period have 
been found not only in Anatolia, but also in Mesopotamia, Egypt, Crete and Cyprus. Iron 
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artefacts dated to the second half of the second millennium BC have been retrieved from 
sites in Greece, the Aegean islands, the Balkans, the Levant, Transcaucasia, and Eastern 
Europe. It was the time when the knowledge of iron metallurgy began to spread; this is 
attested by the presence of metallurgical centres dated to the 14th–13th centuries BC dis-
covered in the Levant, Eastern Georgia and Serbia (Abramishvili 1961; Abramishvili – 
Mikeladze 1970; Fritz et al. 1991; Liebowitz – Folk 1984; Stojić 2006).

R. Pleiner paid a lot of attention to the issue of the diffusion of iron from Anatolia. 
At the same time he thought Europe to be a secondary area of iron industry development. 
On the maps that he made (Pleiner 1980, 382; Pleiner 2000, fig. 8), he traces the follow-
ing routes of ironworking knowledge diffusion: one route passed through Greece and the 
Balkans to Western and Eastern Europe; another route runs through the Caucasus to the 
North Black Sea maritime steppes and the Volga Region (Pleiner 1980, 376; 2000, 30–31). 
In this case R. Pleiner relied purely on archaeological data, i.e. finds of iron artefacts. 
Given high relevance of this issue, we would like to revisit it and offer conclusions based 
on the technological data. Indeed, archaeological artefacts found in Eastern Europe and 
results of their archaeometallographic studies conducted so far have provided an opportu-
nity to clarify some of Pleiner’s conclusions.

The earliest items made of ferrous metal and coming from Eastern European sites are 
dated to the end of the second millennium BC (fig. 1; see Bidzilya et al. 1983; Grakov 1958; 
Chizhevsky 2012; Shramko et al. 1977; Shramko – Buynov 2012). These items have been 
found singly, which means that knowledge of the new metal reached the local populations 
for the first time. Archaeometallographic studies of such finds are not numerous. Only four 
artefacts coming from Ukraine, namely three knives and an awl, have been examined so 
far. One knife was forged entirely from bloomery iron (Lyubovka /Любовка/ settlement, 
late 2000s – early 1000s BC: Radzievska – Shramko 1980, 103); another knife was made 
of iron and showed traces of unintentional (?) carburization (Oskol /Оскол/ settlement, 
11th–9th centuries BC: Bidzilya et al. 1983, 18); the third knife was made from inhomoge-
neous bloomery steel (Chervonny Shlakh-1 /Червоный Шлаx-1/ settlement, 11th–9th cen-
turies BC: Buynov 2003, 6). The awl (Tashlyk 1 /Ташлык 1/ settlement, 13th century BC) 
was made from iron, which was slightly carburized in places. When forging the awl the 
blank was folded and welded several times as evidenced by chains of slag inclusions inter-
preted by the author as welding seams (Bidzilya et al. 1983, 15). Therefore, what we have 
is an early stage of ironworking, which does not fit entirely within the Late Bronze Age. 
No specific techniques typical for ironworking in Eastern Europe of that time have been 
recorded. The Late Bronze Age – Early Iron Age transition period in Eastern Europe falls 
within the 9th–mid-7th centuries BC as evidenced by artefacts recovered at the sites in the 
Northern Caucasus and the North Black Sea maritime steppes. This stage is characterized 
by a substantial increase in the number of both iron artefacts and their types.

The so-far gathered analytical (archaeometallographic) data, characterizing technology 
used to produce the earliest iron artefacts, support the conclusion that various technolog-
ical models, underpinned by various technological traditions, began to emerge in Eastern 
Europe at that time. The technological model is understood to comprise three interrelated 
components, namely: a technical and technological stereotype, production traditions, and 
influence of alien cultures. The technical and technological stereotype includes a certain 
set of attributes and the correlation between them which characterize material, categories, 
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techniques and methods of making items in a specific archaeological culture. The technical 
and technological stereotype in blacksmith craft is a stable element of culture. Transfer of 
a technical and technological stereotype from generation to generation throughout a long 
period of time is the essence of production traditions.

Two different technological traditions have been traced by examining artefacts from 
sites in the Northern Caucasus dated to the Late Bronze Age – Early Iron Age transition 
period; the so called Eastern European tradition and the Trancaucasian/Southwest Asian 
tradition.

The Eastern European tradition developed in the North Black Sea steppe and forest- 
steppe zones in the Belozer culture period (the 11th–10/9th centuries BC: Terekhova – Erlikh 
2002, 135). This tradition was based on the technical and technological stereotype associat-
ed with the use of simple techniques such as forging of artefacts entirely of iron or hetero-
geneous bloomery steel (i.e. directly from unhomogenized ingots formed from blooms). 
Only a few artefacts showed evidence of carburizing and heat treatment, i.e. techniques 
improving mechanical properties of iron objects (or parts thereof).

Fig. 1. The earliest iron objects from Eastern Europe 12th–9th century BC (Ukraine, by I. B. Shramko): 
1 – Lyubovka /Любовка/ settlement; 2 – Kicevka /Кицевка/ settlement; 3 and 7 – barrow near Vishnevy Dol 
/Вишневый Дол/ village; 4 – Oskol /Оскол/ settlement; 5 – Chervony Shlyakh /Червоный Шлаx/ settlement; 
6, 11 and 12 – Velikaya Topolyakha /Великая Тополяха/ settlement; 9 – Bondarikha /Бондариха/ settlement; 
8–10 – Tymchenki /Тимченки/ settlement.
Obr. 1. Nejstarší železné předměty z východní Evropy 12.–9. století př. n. l. (Ukrajina, od I. V. Šramka): 
1 – sídliště Ljubovka; 2 – sídliště Kicevka; 3 a 7 – mohyla poblíž vsi Višnevyj Dol; 4 – sídliště Oskol; 5 – síd
liště Červonyj Šlach; 6, 11, 12 – sídliště Velikaja Topoljacha; 9 – sídliště Bondaricha; 8–10 – sídliště Timčenki.
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The use of techniques typical for ironworking such as carburizing and heat treatment 
is a distinctive feature of the so-called Transcaucasian technological tradition (it should be 
noted that heat treatment included only quenching and tempering/annealing, which have 
been determined by presence of sorbite or even spheroidised pearlite in the samples exam-
ined). Employment of these techniques, representing a cutting-edge technology of the time, 
led to a significant improvement in mechanical properties of iron objects.

As has been noted earlier, these traditions underpinned two different technological mod-
els, the so-called Eastern European model and the Caucasian model. There is numerous 
evidence for the Eastern European model retrieved from the sites of the steppe and for-
est-steppe zone in Eastern Europe dated to the 9th–8th centuries BC (Klin Yar /Клин-Яр/, 
Pshish /Пшиш/, Kubansky and Psekupsky /Кубанский and Псекупский/ burial grounds, 
Sofievka /Софиевка/, Verkhny Bishkin /Верxний Бишкин/, Subbotovo /Субботово/ 
(Terekhova 1997; Terekhova et al. 1997, 48–55; Shramko et al. 1977). Most likely, the 
development of the Eastern European model was influenced by the Hallstatt blacksmith 
traditions. Recently published archaeological materials demonstrate that the Hallstatt 
populations made a rather strong impact on the development of the populations who lived 
not only in the Carpathian Region and the West Volynia Region but also across the entire 
forest-steppe area of the North Black Sea maritime areas (Kashuba 2012, 237; Krushelnits
kaya 1991, 24; Levitsky – Kashuba 2011, 153). As metallographic study of iron objects 
from the Hallstatt sites suggests, simple technological techniques (such as forging items out 
of iron and bloomery steel) were predominantly employed. Items with carburized points 
or cutting edges are rather rare and their heat treatment was rarely applied (Pleiner 1980, 
388–389; Hošek 2010).

The second (the so-called Caucasian) model has been traced through the artefacts yield-
ed by the sites in the North and Central Caucasus (Fars, Serzhen-Yurt, Tliysky /Фарс, 
Сержень-Юрт, Тлийский/ burial ground: Voznesenskaya 1975; Terekhova 1999; 2002). 
It emerged on the basis of ironworking experience of the Transcaucasian centres. The tech
nique of man-made carburizing was mastered by Transcaucasian craftsmen as early as the 
end of the second millennium BC (Abramishvili 1961; Abramishvili – Mikeladze 1970). 
The Transcaucasian centres developed under the influence of the Near East centre where 
carburizing and heat treatment techniques had been employed as early as the 12th century BC. 
For example, a sorbitic quenching as a specific method of heat treatment has been docu-
mented by examining a series of iron artefacts from Urartu (Piaskowski – Wartke 1989, 93). 
It may be argued that Transcaucasian craftsmen who maintained close cultural and histor-
ical links with Anatolia absorbed both metallurgical innovations and high-tech ironwork-
ing techniques.

These two models appear to reflect different routes by which the knowledge of the use 
of iron penetrated into Europe from one centre (Terekhova – Erlikh 2002) located in South-
west Asia. The first route associated with the ‘Caucasian’ model traversed the Transcauca
sian Region and reached the Northern Caucasus. The second route passed through Greece 
and the Balkans to Central and Eastern Europe (fig. 2).

The data discussed above show that different technological models developed in the 
Early Iron Age societies although knowledge of ironworking diffused from one source 
(Anatolia). It seems that technically advanced methods of ironworking such as carburizing 
and heat treatment were developed in Asia Minor at the end of the second millennium BC 
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(Fritz et al. 1991; Wheeler – Maddin 1980). However, in the 13th–12th centuries BC links 
between the states of Asia Minor and the populations of the Eastern Mediterranean were 
disrupted by invasions of the Sea Peoples which hampered the transfer of innovative 
technological knowledge along the route going to the west and further to Eastern Europe. 
On the contrary, in the case of the north-eastern route that runs across Transcaucasia to the 
Northern Caucasus, there was no impediment in the diffusion of the technological know-
ledge. Technological innovations in Transcaucasia and the Northern Caucasus, which 
spread in a culturally similar environment were kept by local craftsmen as professional 
secrets and did not have a substantial influence on other regions of Eastern Europe. Hence, 
the development of the two technological models that emerged as early as the Late Bronze 

Fig. 2. Map showing directions of the diffusion of iron and the knowledge of iron metallurgy at the decline 
of the Bronze Age as suggested by R. Pleiner (2000, 30–31, fig. 8), corrected by authors; gray area: area of 
the beginning Iron Age in the Near East (15th–11th centuries BC); hatched areas: areas with a developed 
civilization of iron at the decline of the Bronze Age; yellow arrows: hypothesized ThracoHallstattVenetian 
route; blue arrows: Caucasian route; red arrows: Greek and Phoenician routes.
Archaeological sites mentioned in this article: 1 – Lyubovka /Любовка/; 2 – Oskol /Оскол/; 3 – Chervonny 
Shlakh1 /Червоны Шляx1/; 4 – Tashlyk 1 /Ташлык 1/; 5 – Klin Yar /Клин-Яр/; 6 – Pshish /Пшиш/; 7 – Ku
bansky cemetery Кубанский могильник; 8 – Psekupsky cemetery/ Псекупский могильник/; 9 – Sofievka 
/Софиевка/; 10 – Verkhny Bishkin /Верxний Бишкин/; 11 – Subbotovo /Субботово/; 12 – Fars /Фарс /; 
13 – SerzhenYurt /Сержень-Юрт/; 14 – Tliysky cemetery /Тлийский могильник/; 15 – barrow near Vishnevy 
Dol /Вишневый Дол/ village; 16 – Kicevka /Кицевка/ settlement; 17 – Velikaya Topolyakha /Великая Тополяха/ 
settlement; 18 – Bondarikha /Бондариха/ settlement; 19 – Tymchenki /Тимченки/ settlement.
Obr. 2. Mapa znázorňující směry difúze znalosti železné metalurgie na konci doby bronzové, navržená 
R. Pleinerem (2000, 30–31, fig. 8) a poopravená autory článku. Šedá oblast: oblast počátku doby železné 
na Blízkém východě (15.–11. století př. n. l.); šrafované oblasti: oblasti s rozvinutou výrobou železa v závě
ru doby bronzové; žluté šipky: předpokládaná trasa thráckohalštatskobenátská; modré šipky: kavkazská 
trasa; červené šipky: řecká a fénická trasa. Archeologické lokality zmíněné v tomto článku: 1 – Ljubovka; 
2 – Oskol; 3 – Červony Šljach1; 4 – Tašlyk 1; 5 – KlinJar; 6 – Pšiš; 7 – Kubanskoje, mohylové pohřebiště; 
8 – Psekupskoe, mohylové pohřebiště; 9 – Sofievka; 10 – Verchnij Biškin; 11 – Subbotovo; 12 – Fars; 13 – 
SerženJurt; 14 – Tlijskoe, mohylové pohřebiště; 15 – mohyla poblíž vsi Višnevyj Dol; 16 – sídliště Kicevka; 
17 – sídliště Velikaja Topoljacha; 18 – sídliště Bondaricha; 19 – sídliště Timčenki.
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Age – Early Iron Age transition period can be linked to two routes via which knowledge 
of ferrous metal spread from Anatolia.
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